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ABSTRACT

Provision of Quality of Service (QoS) and Micro Mobility management is imperative to delivering content seamlessly and efficiently to the next generation of IP based mobile networks. Micro mobility management ensures that during handover the disruption caused to the live sessions are kept to a minimum. On the other hand, QoS mechanisms ensure that during a session the required level of service is maintained. Though many micro mobility and QoS mechanisms have been proposed to solve their respective aspects of network operation, they often have interaction with each other and can lead towards network performance degradation. This chapter focuses specifically on the issues of interaction between micro mobility and QoS mechanisms. Special focus is given to the relatively unexplored area of the impact Mobility Agents can have on the wireless access network. Mobility Agents play a central role in providing micro mobility support. However, their presence (location and number) can affect the routing as well as the handover delay. Through an example network this issue is highlighted. Following which an optimization framework is proposed to deploy Mobility Agents optimally within a micro mobility enabled wireless access network to minimise both the routing overhead as well as the handover delay. Results show considerable improvements in comparison to deploying the Mobility Agents arbitrarily.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quality of Service (QoS) and micro mobility have become significant pillars for the successful deployment of the next generation of wireless IP based mobile communication networks. The next generation of IP based mobile networks such as WiMAX and LTE (advanced) are expected to support a wide array of services and mobile devices requiring strict QoS and micro mobility support. Providing seamless delivery of content to the numerous mobile devices on the move with appropriate QoS has become a prominent challenge to be met. In order to tackle this various IP level QoS mechanisms were proposed to ensure that sessions are provided appropriate QoS guarantees. To tackle the issue of moving Mobile Nodes (MN) Mobile IPv4 (Perkins, 2002) and then Mobile IPv6 (Johnson, Perkins, & Arkko, 2004) were proposed. However, Mobile IP can not be considered as an appropriate solution for optimal handover management i.e. to minimise handover latency. Mobile IP is associated with large handover delays as at each handover a location update needs to be sent to the HA through the Internet leading to large signalling overheads (A. T. Campbell & Gomez-Castellanos, 2000). These delays are predominantly due to the necessary registration signalling to the Home Agent and the establishment of the new tunnel. To counter the large handover latency of Mobile IP, various local mobility or micro mobility solutions were proposed to ensure a seamless handover performance by minimising the packet loss and delay during handovers, especially for time critical applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP). Moreover, micro-mobility can be thought as being inherently a QoS solution to address the degradation caused during Mobile IP handovers.

IP based networks such as the Internet in its original form does not provide any QoS nor Mobility support. As it stands the existing Internet cannot be used to deploy IP based mobile networks. The flexibility as well as other benefits of deploying IP based mobile networks has lead to numerous research activities in developing QoS and mobility mechanisms for the Internet. On the other hand there are strong incentives of mobile wireless networks to move towards IP technology. The most prevailing of them is to capitalize on the success of Internet applications but also to provide a common forwarding and management plane where convergence of the different wireless networks can be built (Wisely, 2009). In that integrated environment, provisioning the mobile Internet with QoS and mobility support will lead to the realization of ubiquitous communications (communication anytime and anywhere). Such a paradigm can bring forth numerous benefits both to end users by allowing them to use transparently the best available network and the network operators by reducing the cost of managing their infrastructure. This chapter provides an overview of the recent QoS and micro mobility works as well as their interactions between them. In particular, the interaction between micro mobility and routing (QoS and normal routing) are considered. The impact of Mobility Agent (MA) based micro mobility is shown through examples followed by a proposed optimization framework that allows deploying Mobility Agents so that adverse effects of Mobility Agents on routing are minimized. Finally, avenues of future research work are also given towards the end of the chapter.

BACKGROUND

Future mobile access networks are expected to support a variety of mobile devices over IP. Hence, having efficient support of Mobility and QoS are of paramount importance for the successful deployment of IP based access networks. This section explores the major aspects of the QoS and mobility mechanisms and provides a background towards the main contribution of this chapter.